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SANTA ROSA » PAIR OF ATTACKS

1 slain, 1 wounded
in home invasions

Budget
impasse
triggers
closure
Kentucky senator Paul
vocal in opposition
to spending increases
By THOMAS KAPLAN
NEW YORK TIMES
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Masked assailants broke into a home on Melcon Lane on Thursday in Santa Rosa, assaulting a family inside and shooting the father.
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Police say gunmen sought cash, marijuana; 4 of 5 suspects arrested
LOCATION OF THE ATTACKS

By JULIE JOHNSON, NICK RAHAIM
AND MARTIN ESPINOZA

Masked assailants invaded two homes on
Santa Rosa’s western outskirts, leaving
one dead and one wounded. The search
for suspects spanned two counties.
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4:22 a.m.
1 man
shot
6:45 a.m.
1 man
killed
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One of five suspects in Thursday’s home invasions
and killing is arrested after a crash in Vallejo.
than the early morning violence.
Deputies found evidence of pot cultivation
and sales at one of the homes, down a dead-end
lane off Todd Road, where a male resident was
shot dead and guns were stolen from the house,
according to Crum.
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To see a video of the arrest in Vallejo,
visit pressdemocrat.com

Protests at Capitol: ‘No drill, no spill!’
By GUY KOVNER
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

RICH PEDRONCELLI / ASSOCIATED PRESS

Protesters against offshore drilling march from the Capitol on Thursday to
a hearing by the U.S. Bureau of Ocean Energy Management in Sacramento.

SACRAMENTO — Impassioned speeches from oil-drilling foes on the steps of the state
Capitol on Thursday sounded
like echo from earliest days of
the environmental movement
in California — and a crowd of
about 700 people opposing the
Trump administration’s expansive offshore extraction plan
relished every word.
“What are we going to say to
Donald Trump?” yelled state
Sen. Mike McGuire, D-Healdsburg, one of the event’s organizers. “Hell no!”

Talks pave
way for
Olympics
NEW YORK TIMES
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Todd Road

Throng gathers to voice
opposition to Trump’s
offshore oil drilling plan

WINTER GAMES

By JANE PERLEZ
AND CHOE SANG-HUN

Stony Point Road

Masked gunmen stormed two Santa Rosa-area homes early Thursday, killing one man and
wounding another in a pair of related shootings
that touched off a daylong scramble by law enforcement across two counties, leading to the
arrest of three suspects in Vallejo after a vehicle pursuit and the arrest of a fourth man at a
Santa Rosa motel Thursday evening.
A fifth suspect, a woman, was believed to be
at-large in the Vallejo area after a tense, blockby-block search there following the vehicle
chase.
The pair of Santa Rosa shootings, both before
sunrise, and about two hours and 5 miles apart,
involved a team of armed intruders, according
to law enforcement and witnesses, who described seeing family members pistol-whipped
and bound with tape amid repeated demands
for cash.
“The suspects came into the homes demanding marijuana and money,” said Sgt. Spencer Crum, a Sonoma County Sheriff’s Office
spokesman.
Crum said investigators knew of no connection Thursday between the two homes other

WASHINGTON — Senate
leaders, facing an implacable foe
in Sen. Rand Paul of Kentucky,
adjourned the chamber until
just after midnight, conceding
they could not prevent at least
a short-term government shutdown, which would begin this
morning.
Senators were still expected
to vote in favor
of a far-reach- INSIDE
ing
budget ■ How would
deal in a series disaster funding
of votes that in the spending
would
begin bill help Sonoma
around 1 a.m. County? / A3
The House was
to follow be- ■ Republicans
fore daybreak, embracing deficit
although
the spending they
outcome in that once hated / A10
chamber was
less certain. If the House approves the deal, the government
will have reopened before the
workday begins.
But Paul, a Republican, will
have made his point. Angered
at the huge spending increases
at the center of the budget deal,
the senator delayed passage for

Assemblyman Jim Wood, another Healdsburg Democrat, led
a chant that had the crowd calling out, “No drill, no spill!”
“People who have fought this
fight for 40 years are here today,” Wood said.
“We need you.”
Lawmakers, Latinos, Native
Americans and a UC professor spoke during an hourlong
rally at the Capitol, followed
by a march several blocks to a
library gallery where the U.S.
Department of Interior held its
first and only public meeting in
California on the offshore leasing plan announced last month
by Interior Secretary Ryan Zinke.
The plan, the largest offering of oil-drilling rights to be
TURN TO DRILL » PAGE A9

BEIJING — In late December,
a group of teenagers from North
Korea traveled to the Chinese
city of Kunming to play in an
obscure under-15 soccer tournament. On the field, under a wintry sun, they faced teams from
China and South Korea. Off the
field, there was an unusual spectator: Choi Moon-soon, governor
of the province in South Korea
hosting the Winter Olympics.
Choi had flown more than
1,000 miles to meet the North Korean officials accompanying the
young players — and to make the
case for North Korea to attend
the Olympics. “We were looking
for any contact with North Korea, and the youth soccer teams
TURN TO OLYMPICS » PAGE A11
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As major stock indexes
drop sharply, ending brief
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up for bumpy ride / B1
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